RULEBOOK

It is time once again for the Regata Storica di Venezia and all of
Venice is eager for the festivities to begin! For hundreds of years
this historical event has held races of different kinds of boat, the
most popular being the Gondolini Regatta, the Gondola Race!
In this challenging race the gondoliers of Venice take to the canals
with the cheers of local supporters and visitors to see who is the
greatest of their number. Great spoils and fame await the winner
...and the coveted title of Canal Master!

The game begins with a small portion
of the Gondola racecourse in play via
the designated Start Tiles. Players
place Canal Tiles to reveal the course
during play. The tiles determine the
movement of the racing gondolas by
Speed and Current values, as well as
the Capacity of the canals.

Place: choose one Canal Tile from
your hand and add it to the racecourse
(following Tile Placement Rules - page
4).

1. Each player chooses the Gondola
and Checkpoint Flags of a designated
color and places them in easy reach.

Player Gondolas

2. Shuffle the Canal Tiles and Bonus
Canal Tiles separately and place each
stack within easy reach of all players.

Each player guides his gondola through
Venice's twisting lagoons, trying to avoid
the other gondoliers (when necessary),
deep water, and wrong turns.

3. Place the Start Tiles in the center of
the table in order from 1 to 6, where
is the start of the racecourse and
is
the first Checkpoint in play.

Players search for and try to cross five
Checkpoints. The first player to do so
is the winner!

4. Each player places their Gondola on
Start Tile , ready to begin the race.

96 Tiles of Venice
- 6 Start Tiles
- 80 Canal Tiles
- 15 Bonus Canal Tiles
5 Player Gondolas
25 Checkpoint Flags
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Gondola is played over a series of
player turns. Each player turn consists
of three Phases:

Checkpoint Flags

Draw: draw Canal Tiles up to your
maximum hand limit (following Draw
Tile Rules - page 8).

After each Gondola is placed at the
beginning of the racecource, each
player draws 5 tiles from the Canal
Tiles deck into their hand. This forms
players' starting hands.

5. Determine the starting player by the
player who has ridden in a gondola
most recently. Seriously, no one? Then
the youngest player starts. Play then
proceeds to the left.

2.

Start Tile

4.
Canal Tile

Race: move your gondola the
appropriate amount of tiles in the
direction of your choice (following
Gondola Movement Rules - pages 4-7).

1.

3.

Bonus Canal Tile
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The first phase in a player's turn is the
Place Phase. During this Phase, the
player chooses a tile from their hand
and adds it to the racecource. A tile is
placed so that it connects to another tile
in play and must follow Placement Rules.

Placement Rules:
• Waterways may not be blocked
by non-waterway sides of tiles.

After the Place Phase is the Race
Phase. During this Phase, the player
moves their Gondola throughout the
Racecourse.
To race a gondola, the player simply
moves it from tile to tile along the
canals, until the gondola has moved
the full distance or it is forced to stop.
A gondola can move in any direction as
it follows the paths of the canals. When
the gondola reaches a bend, it turns
and continues to follow the canal. If it
reaches an intersection, the player
chooses which direction to follow.
Gondolas are moved following Movement Rules.

Movement Rules:
• A gondola cannot move over or
through buildings.
• A gondola cannot reverse direction
during a move.
• A gondola must move the full
distance, if possible. However, when
a player chooses which direction to
move, he is not required to choose
one that will allow the full move. For
example, a path that leads to a dead
end can be chosen.
• If a player has one or more
Checkpoint Tiles in their hand,
one of them must be played. More
on Checkpoint Tiles later.
• Deep Water Tiles can be placed to
connect to both waterway and nonwaterway sides of tiles. More on
Deep Water Tiles later.
Important: Checkpoint Tiles (one)
must be played first if a player has
one or more in their hand!
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A gondola can only stop if:
• it reaches the edge of the play
board;
• it exceeds the Capacity of the
tile it ends up on (More on
Capacity later);
• it enters a Deep Water Tile.
A gondola that reaches the edge of
the board stops moving for the turn.
Any leftover movement is lost. The
player proceeds to the Draw Phase.

During the Race Phase, all of the
information needed to play is on the
Canal Tiles.
Canal Tiles display different icons that
are needed for play. These icons
represent gondola movement abilities
(Speed
and Current
), tile
restrictions (Capacity , Cannot
Pass
, and Stop ), and a special
player action (Replace Tile ).

Salvatore takes
the lower of the
two values.

Speed

He then moves
his gondola two
tiles.

Speed is the maximum movement a
gondola can make.

CURRENT
Current is the resistance of the canal's
waters and hinders a gondola's speed.
When a player places a tile, the
Speed value on that tile played
represents the player's maximum
movement capability.
The tile a player is currently on
determines the hindrance of the
player's movement, represented by
that tile's Current
value.
To determine movement, a player
uses the lower amount of these two
values and moves their gondola that
number of tiles, if possible.

Salvatore's gondola is on a straight
Canal Tile with a of 2 (A) when
he plays a tile with a Speed of 5
(B). Since the lower value is 2, his
gondola moves two tiles. If the tiles
were reversed, where the was 5
and the was 2, Salvatore could
still only move two tiles.

Capacity
Capacity is the maximum number of
gondolas that can occupy a given tile at
one time.
A tile can never occupy more gondolas
than its Capacity .
If a gondola would end its movement
on a tile with a reached , it must end
its movement one legal tile short of the
tile with maxed . However, a gondola
can move through a tile with maxed .
Salvatore has a movement of two
and starts to move his gondola two
tiles. He notices that the tile he is
set to land on has a maxed (C).
So Salvatore must end his movement on the tile before the tile with
the maxed . This will end
Salvatore's Race Phase.
*Two Player Variant - Normal Capacity
values are ignored. Each tile in a two
player game has a of only 1!
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Stop

Checkpoint Tiles

Bonus Canal Tiles

The player to cross five Checkpoints
first is the winner of the race.

Bonus Canal Tiles come into play
when a player is last to cross a Checkpoint.

Stop is the ending point in a gondola's
movement.

Salvatore places
a Checkpoint Flag
as he crosses the
Checkpoint.

Stop is only found on Deep Water
Tiles. If a gondola is set to move
passed a Deep Water tile, it must
instead end its movement on the Deep
Water tile.
Salvatore is on a corner Canal Tile
with a of 3 (A) and plays a tile
with a of 4 (B). He has a movement of three tiles, but the second
tile reached is a Deep Water Tile
(C). Salvatore must end his movement on the Deep Water Tile, thus
ending his Race Phase.

Bonus Canal Tiles have special icons
that represent actions that can be
used during this bonus tile placement.

Every Checkpoint Tile is a straight
Canal Tile with an identical stone
bridge in the center (above).

A

As players cross Checkpoints during
play, they will place Checkpoint Flags
of their color on every Checkpoint Tile
crossed.
If a player's gondola passes through a
Checkpoint during its movement, the
rest of the movement must be completed. A player does not end their
gondola's movement on a Checkpoint
Tile.

B
C

Deep Water Tiles can be placed
next to non-waterway edges of
Canal Tiles.
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The tile cannot be saved and must be
played as an immediate action.

Checkpoint Tiles will come into play
the same way other tiles do as players
place them to the racecourse.

Salvatore must
stop on the Deep
Water Tile.

A

The player to cross a Checkpoint after
all other players immediately draws a
Bonus Canal Tile from the Bonus Canal
Tile stack and adds it to the Racecourse
using normal Place Phase rules.

Salvatore controls the red gondola.
During his movement, he crosses a
Checkpoint and places one of his
red Checkpoint Flags on the Checkpoint Tile as he crosses it (A).
Salvatore now has four Checkpoint
Flags remaining.

Checkpoint FlaGs
Each time a Checkpoint is crossed and
a Checkpoint Flag is placed, the player
will have fewer Checkpoint Flags. This
signifies that the gondolier is fatiguing.
When a gondolier is fatigued, the
challenges of the course become greater (less tiles in hand as options)!
The number of tiles a player can
possess is equal to the number of
their Checkpoint Flags remaining.
Five flags equals to five tiles in hand
and four flags equals to four tiles in
hand, and so on.
After a player crosses a Checkpoint and
places a Checkpoint Flag, the next
phase, the Draw Phase, will be skipped.
Since the player has used a Checkpoint
Flag, their hand limit is now reduced.
During this turn, the player cannot
replace the tile to their hand. (More on
the Draw Phase later.)

Cannot Pass
Cannot Pass is a restriction that disallows a gondola from passing another
gondola.
When one or more gondolas occupy a
tile with Cannot Pass
, another
gondola cannot pass the gondola(s)
that occupy the tile. A gondola CAN end
its movement on the same tile with
as long as the
isn't reached, in which
case it would end its movement on the
first legal tile before the full tile.

Replace Tile
Replace Tile is a special tile that can
replace an existing tile in play.
A player that draws a tile with Replace
Tile , may use this tile to replace
a tile from the racecourse, using normal
Placement Rules. Checkpoint Tiles and
tiles that occupy gondolas CANNOT be
replaced. Replaced tiles (or the unused
tile) are discarded from the game.
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After the Race Phase is the final phase
in a player's turn, the Draw Phase.
During this Phase, the player will draw
a tile from the Canal Tile stack, replacing the tile just played and once again
reaching the player's hand limit.

The player to cross five Checkpoints
first is the winner of the game.

Tiles may only be drawn from the Canal
Tile stack, not from the Bonus Canal
Tile stack or from any discarded tiles.

LeaGue PlaY

Important: A player may never
have a hand of tiles that is more
than the number of Checkpoint
Flags that player has remaining in
their supply. If so, the player must
discard down to this number.
After a player completes all three
Phases, play will pass to the player on
the left. Players will continue to take
turns until one player races their
gondola to victory!

Speed
• the maximum movement
a gondola can make.

CURRENT
• the resistance of the
canal's waters and hinders
a gondolas Speed.

Capacity
• the maximum number of
gondolas that can occupy
a given tile at one time.

Rate, discuss, and review this game at

BOARDGAMEGEEK.COM
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The latest edition of this rulebook can be
found at playBigKidGames.com/gondola
as well as frequently asked questions.

Great fame and prizes await the winner
of the race, and the coveted title of.....
Canal Master!

Race in the League! Players can play
in League Play, racing in a series of
races using the League point system.
League Play is a series of three or five
races where players will score points for
crossing Checkpoints and winning races.
Players score 1 point for every
Checkpoint crossed and 1 point
for winning a race.
The gondolier with the most points after
the series of races is the League winner!

Stop
• gondolas must stop on
Deep Water Tiles.

Cannot Pass
• a gondola cannot pass
another gondola on this
tile.

Replace Tile
• a tile in play may be
replaced with this tile.
Either tile is removed.

Phase 1 - Place
Place a tile from hand to
the racecourse.

Phase 2 - Race
Move gondola number of
tiles equal to the lower
value of Speed and Drift.

Phase 3 - Draw
Draw Canal Tile up to hand
limit. Limit is the number of
Checkpoint Flags remaining.
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